**TERM 3 OVERVIEW**

**Italian 2015**

**Foundation**
- **Strands:** Communicating/Understanding
- **Sub-strand:** Reflecting & Systems of Language
- **Topic:** Nella Mia famiglia (Family)

**Year One**
- **Strands:** Communicating/Understanding
- **Sub-strand:** Reflecting & Systems of Language
- **Topic:** La Famiglia (Family)

**Year Two**
- **Strands:** Communicating/Understanding
- **Sub-strand:** Reflecting & Systems of Language
- **Topic:** La Famiglia (Family)

**Year Three/Four**
- **Strands:** Communicating/Understanding
- **Sub-strand:** Reflecting & Systems of Language
- **Topic:** Sono Io/Describing Oneself

**Year Five**
- **Strands:** Communicating/Understanding
- **Sub-strand:** Reflecting & Systems of Language
- **Topic:** Il Calcio (How to play soccer)

**Year Six/Seven**
- **Strands:** Communicating/Understanding
- **Sub-strand:** Reflecting & Systems of Language
- **Topic:** Sport e Giochi (Sport & Games)